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                           Abstract 
     The aim of the current research is to know the effect of learning

strategy which deoends on a problem in growing of historical thinking 
skills to the stvdents of prepatorstage.                
To reach the aim of the research , the researcher had put the                   
followinghypothesis                                                                          
1- There is no any statistical means in the average of (0,05) between the 
pre-test and the post – test to test the students of experimental group who 
study the modern European History by using learning strategy that 
depends on a problem and the controlled group who study the same 
material by the ordinary method.The research is limited to :-                       
                           
1- students of the fifth prepasatory stage which are related  to directorate 
of Diala                                                                                                          
2- The first corse of the school year 2010- 2011                                            

3- The first for chapters of the textbook the modern and 
contemporaly of European History which is adopted by the ministry of 
Education.                                                                                                     

The researcher adopted the expeimeutal design of the partial 
management as a design for the research.                                                      
The population of the study is cousisted of all the preparatory 
schools that are found in Diyala directorate of Education .                           
The researcher chose pvrnosly Baladruze city and by the 
random selection , the researchered chose Baladruze preparatory school for

                                                                                                        Boys
Tow sections were chosen , one of them consists the experimental group 
and the second consist the controlld group. The sample of the study is 
about 
(60) students  as (30) students for the experimental group and(30) students 
for the contolled group.                                                                                 
These tow groups were checked for the pvrpose of similarity in different 
variables like (thinking , age , the achievement of the parens and the marks 
of the previous year for students).                                                                  
The researcher began to aualyze the content of limited materias in the        

textbook and prepared a test to measure the skills of historical thinking . 
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The researcher used a unified tool for the tow groups that is a test which   
measure the skills of historical thinking .                                                   
The researcher studied the groups during the time of the experiment which 
last for (11) weeks and used the (t-test ) ,(k-square),( spearman- brown
formula )  , the awerage ofvariabes ) ,( pearrson corrwlation test)and           

the activity of the incorrect replacement as a statisitica mwans to treat 
the research hstatistic                                                                                      
                                                                                                                        

        The resclts of the research found out that there is a statistical 
difference on the average of (0,05) for the salce of experimental group 
which studied the modern and contemporary European history by using a 
learning strateay which depends on a problem in growing ofhistorical
thinking skills with the comparison with the controlled group that studied 
the same material with the of traditional method .                                         
                                    
According to the  results of the study , the researcher conceded the 
folloeing :-                                                                                                      
The activity of learning strateag that depends on a problem in increasing 
the acerage of achievement for students in addition to growing the  other 
behoviral sider like the limit to study in schools and time organizing .         

The researcher recommended the folling recommendations:-                       

-The necessity of growing the skills of historical thinking for 
students in the collicolvm  for department of history in the collages 
of Education and giving the priority to the technigver of 
measurement and evalucation to students.                                            
                        
- Opening traing covres , for teachers of (history) to train them in    

using modern strategies in teaching in order to grow the skills of 
historical education .                                                                                       
               
- Astudy for the activity of the strategy that depends on a problem to the    
collage students in the subject of history.                                                       

                                


